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Abstract. The stationary background generation problem consists in
generating a unique image representing the stationary background of a
given video sequence. The LaBGen background generation method com-
bines a pixel-wise median filter and a patch selection mechanism based on
a motion detection performed by a background subtraction algorithm. In
our previous works related to LaBGen, we have shown that, surprisingly,
the frame difference algorithm provides the most effective motion detec-
tion on average. Compared to other background subtraction algorithms,
it detects motion between two frames without relying on additional past
frames, and is therefore memoryless. In this paper, we experimentally
check whether the memoryless property is truly relevant for LaBGen,
and whether the effective motion detection provided by the frame differ-
ence is not an isolated case. For this purpose, we introduce LaBGen-OF,
a variant of LaBGen leverages memoryless dense optical flow algorithms
for motion detection. Our experiments show that using a memoryless
motion detector is an adequate choice for our background generation
framework, and that LaBGen-OF outperforms LaBGen on the SBMnet
dataset. We further provide an open-source C++ implementation of both
methods at http://www.telecom.ulg.ac.be/labgen.
Keywords: Background generation, background initialization, motion
detection, optical flow, median filter, SBI, SBMnet.
1 Introduction
Given a video sequence acquired from a fixed viewpoint, the stationary back-
ground generation problem consists in generating a unique image representing
the stationary background (i.e. the set of elements that are motionless during
the whole sequence). The generation of a background image is useful for many
applications such as surveillance, segmentation, compression, inpainting, privacy
protection, and computational photography, as stated in [11].
One of the simplest background generation method consists in applying a
pixel-wise temporal median filter on the input sequence. It makes the strong
assumption that the background is seen more than half of the time for each pixel,
although it is hardly met for highly cluttered sequences. To tackle the different
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challenges raised by complex scenes (e.g. intermittent object motions, dynamic
backgrounds, illumination changes, etc), several methods have been presented
over the years [7,3,11]. Our method, called LaBGen, was ranked number one
during the IEEE Scene Background Modeling Contest (SBMC 2016)1. In short,
LaBGen works as follows. For a given input video sequence, it relies on motion
detection to select the patches with the smallest quantities of motion. Then, the
background image is generated by blending the selected patches with a pixel-wise
median filter. In LaBGen, the motion detection is carried out by a background
subtraction algorithm which indicates, for each pixel, whether it belongs to the
background or not.
In our previous works related to LaBGen [10], we have shown that, surpris-
ingly, the frame difference background subtraction algorithm is the most effective
motion detection, on average, for our background generation framework. Com-
pared to other background subtraction algorithms, the main specificity of the
frame difference algorithm is that it detects motion between two frames without
relying on additional past frames. Therefore, it is memoryless and cannot be
influenced by past errors.
In this paper, we experimentally check whether the memoryless property is
truly relevant for LaBGen, and whether the effective motion detection provided
by the frame difference is not an isolated case. First, we model the amount of
memory being used by the motion detection component to measure its impact
on the performance achieved by LaBGen. Then, we compare the contribution
of several motion detection algorithms with, or without memory, on the per-
formance achieved by LaBGen. For this purpose, we propose a new variant of
LaBGen, named LaBGen-OF hereafter, that leverages memoryless dense optical
flow algorithms able to compute a velocity vector between two frames for each
pixel. As LaBGen-OF performs better than LaBGen, we evaluate it in depth
on the SBMnet dataset, and compare it to LaBGen and other state-of-the-art
background generation methods.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the principles of LaB-
Gen, and its new variant, LaBGen-OF. Section 3 presents our experiments and
results. Finally, section 4 concludes this paper.
2 The LaBGen Background Generation Framework
In addition to be computationally efficient2, LaBGen offers a flexible mechanism
for incorporating and testing new motion detection algorithms. Thus, in this
section, we first describe the principles of LaBGen (see Section 2.1), and then
explain how optical flow algorithms have been integrated into LaBGen to build
the new LaBGen-OF variant (see Section 2.2).
1 http://pione.dinf.usherbrooke.ca/sbmc2016
2 LaBGen, with the set of parameters proposed in [9], runs at a frame rate of more
than 1300 fps for a VGA video sequence on a Core i7-4790K.
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Input video sequence 1. Augmentation step
2. Motion detection step 3. Estimation step
4. Selection step 5. Generation step (output)
Fig. 1. Illustration of the different steps of LaBGen applied on a video sequence com-
posed of three frames with P = 3, N = 4, S = 2, and A = Ground-truth. Quantities
of motion are represented by the hue component.
2.1 Short Description of the Principles of LaBGen
The LaBGen background generation method, extensively described in [10], com-
bines a pixel-wise median filter and a patch selection mechanism based on a
motion detection performed by a background subtraction algorithm. It is com-
posed of the five following steps, which are illustrated in Fig. 1:
1. An augmentation step increases the length of the input video sequence ac-
cording to a parameter P. This is performed by duplicating the frames of the
sequence in the forwards and backwards chronological orders alternatively.
2. For each frame of the augmented sequence, a motion detection step deter-
mines which pixels belong to the background using a background subtraction
algorithm A. The classification results are put in a binary segmentation map.
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3. To estimate quantities of motion spatially, an estimation step divides the im-
age plane intoN×N spatial areas. Then, for each patch, quantities of motion
are estimated by counting the number of pixels classified as foreground.
4. For each spatial area, a selection step builds a subset of S patches. The
elements belonging to this subset are the S patches associated to the smallest
quantities of motion.
5. Finally, a generation step builds the background image by applying a pixel-
wise median filter on each subset built during the previous step.
2.2 LaBGen-OF: A Variant of LaBGen Incorporating Optical Flow
The LaBGen-OF variant of LaBGen consists in replacing background subtrac-
tion by optical flow in the motion detection step (see Fig. 2). As a motion
estimation must be available for all pixels, we only use optical flow algorithms
that output dense vector fields. For a video sequence, such an algorithm can
estimate, at time t, the displacement of each pixel between the current frame
F (t) and the next frame F (t+ 1), at time t + 1. More specifically, for a given
pixel p (x, y, t) (x and y being its coordinates in the image plane), it computes
a velocity vector v (x, y, t) = (vx (x, y, t) , vy (x, y, t)) that validates the following
correspondence:
p (x, y, t) ↔ p (x+ vx (x, y, t) , y + vy (x, y, t) , t+ 1) . (1)
As LaBGen expects a binary segmentation map as output from the motion
detection step, we have to transform the vector field v(t) into such a map. By
design, LaBGen relies on the presence of motion rather than on its direction.
Thus, to build a binary segmentation map m (t), we apply a hard threshold τ
on the spatially normalized `2-norms of the velocity vectors belonging to the
vector field v (t). The spatial normalization n, applied on the `2-norms, aims at
reducing the sensibility to video scaling without the need to change the value
chosen for τ ; it works as follows:
n (v (x, y, t)) =
‖v (x, y, t)‖2
max
x,y
‖v (x, y, t)‖2
. (2)
In short, to build the binary segmentation map m (t), we use the following rule:
m(x, y, t) =
{
foreground if n (v (x, y, t)) > τ,
background if n (v (x, y, t)) ≤ τ. (3)
While a background subtraction algorithm applied between two frames F (t)
and F (t+ 1) classifies each pixel of frame F (t+ 1) as belonging to the back-
ground or not, an optical flow algorithm highlights the displacement of each
pixel from frame F (t) to F (t+ 1). Consequently, a binary segmentation map
m (t+ 1) constructed from an optical flow should be used to compute the quan-
tities of motion associated to the patches extracted from frame F (t). For this
reason, instead of skipping the first frame of a given video sequence, where no
motion is temporally observable by a background subtraction algorithm, we skip
the last one.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2. The motion detection step of LaBGen-OF. The application of a dense optical
flow algorithm on the frame (a) and its successor produces a vector field such as (b)
(the hue and saturation components represent the angle and magnitude, respectively).
Then, the spatially normalized `2-norms are computed (c), and thresholded (d), in
order to get a binary segmentation map.
3 Experiments
3.1 Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup consists of 2 datasets, and 6 different metrics. The SBI
20163 [12] dataset gathers 14 video sequences, all provided with ground-truth.
They are composed of 6 to 740 frames, and their resolution varies from 144 ×
144 to 800× 600 pixels. The SBMnet 2016 dataset4 gathers 79 video sequences
composed of 6 to 9370 frames and whose resolution varies from 240×240 to 800×
600 pixels. The sequences are scattered through 8 categories, a category being
associated to a specific challenge: Basic, Intermittent Motion, Clutter, Jitter,
Illumination Changes, Background Motion, Very Long, and Very Short. The
ground-truth is provided for only 13 sequences distributed among the categories.
It should be noted that this dataset is associated to a reference web platform
which aims at ranking background generation methods by assessing them on the
overall dataset. In several experiments, we simultaneously consider the video
sequences of SBI, and the ones of SBMnet provided with ground-truth. This
special set of video sequences will be referred to as the SBI+SBMnet-GT dataset.
Six metrics, described in [12], are considered to assess quantitatively our
results. The ones to minimize (resp. maximize) are followed by a ↓ (resp. ↑):
– Average Gray-level Error (AGE, ↓, ∈ [0, 255])
– Percentage of Error Pixels (pEPs, ↓, in %)
– Percentage of Clustered Error Pixels (pCEPs, ↓, in %)
– Multi-Scale Structural Similarity Index (MS-SSIM, ↑, ∈ [−1, 1])
– Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (PSNR, ↑, in dB)
– Color image Quality Measure (CQM, ↑, in dB)
Except for the CQM metric which works with RGB images, all the metrics are
computed on the luminance Y channel.
3 http://sbmi2015.na.icar.cnr.it/SBIdataset.html
4 http://scenebackgroundmodeling.net
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Fig. 3. Average performance of LaBGen embedded with the exponential smoothing
algorithm as a function of the amount of memory (modeled by the weight β) used for
motion detection.
3.2 Impact of the Motion Detection Memory on the Performance
Our first experiment consists in modeling the amount of memory being used by
the motion detection component to measure its impact on the performance of
LaBGen. For that purpose, we use an exponential smoothing based background
subtraction algorithm [14] as a motion detector in LaBGen. Let I (x, y, t) be the
intensity of pixel p (x, y, t) in the current input frame F (t), and B (x, y, t) the
intensity of the same pixel in the background model of the exponential smoothing
algorithm. At time t, each pixel of the background model is updated as follows:
B (x, y, t) = (1− β) · I (x, y, t) + β ·B (x, y, t− 1) , (4)
with β ∈ [0, 1]. The segmentation mapm (t) is built by applying a hard threshold
τes on the absolute difference of intensities between the current input frame F (t)
and the background modelB (t). For β = 0, the exponential smoothing algorithm
is equivalent to the frame difference. The more β increases, the more importance
is given to the past input frames in the background model update. In other
words, the parameter β allows us to model and tune the amount of memory
being used to detect motion.
To measure its impact on the performance of LaBGen, background images
have been produced for each sequence of the SBI+SBMnet-GT dataset with
100 values of β linearly distributed in the interval [0, 0.99]. These images have
been generated by LaBGen embedded with the exponential smoothing algorithm
using the set of parameters proposed in [9] for the SBMnet dataset (P = 1,
N = 3, S = 19). Fig. 3 presents the average performance (i.e. the performance
averaged over the considered sequences) achieved for each value of β and 5
different thresholds τes. One can observe that it decreases as the amount of
memory increases. Furthermore, we see that the average performance achieved
when β = 0 (i.e. when the exponential smoothing algorithm has no memory and
is equivalent to the frame difference) is the best one, or close to the best one.
Although our memory model is simple, this experiment is a first indication that
using no memory to detect motion is an appropriate choice for LaBGen. In the
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next section, we further experiment the role of memory by using several motion
detectors built upon more complex models.
3.3 Comparison of Motion Detectors With or Without Memory
In this section, we provide a comprehensive evaluation of the performance ach-
ieved by the LaBGen background generation framework when it incorporates a
motion detection algorithm with, or without memory. More specifically, we com-
pare the average performance achieved by LaBGen embedded with the memo-
ryless frame difference and other background subtraction algorithms with mem-
ory, and LaBGen-OF with memoryless optical flow algorithms. To perform a
fair comparison, we produced a background image for each sequence of the SBI
dataset using LaBGen and LaBGen-OF with each combination of several param-
eter values. The parameter values being considered for LaBGen are P = 1, 3, 5;
N = 1, 2, . . . , 10; S = 1, 3, . . . , 201; and A with the frame difference, and 11
other background subtraction algorithms enumerated and described in [10]. The
parameter values being considered for LaBGen-OF are the same for P, N and
S; τ = 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 0.1; and A with 6 optical flow algorithms: a fast sparse-
to-dense pyramidal Lucas-Kanade [2], Farnebäck [5], Dual TV-L1 [21], Simple-
Flow [18], DeepFlow [20], and DISFlow [8]. Their implementations have been
found in the OpenCV 3.2 library5, and they are used with their default or recom-
mended sets of parameters. When they require gray-scale images, we arbitrarily
chose to convert pixels from RGB images as follows:
I (x, y, t) = 0.299 · r (x, y, t) + 0.587 · g (x, y, t) + 0.114 · b (x, y, t) , (5)
with r (x, y, t), g (x, y, t), and b (x, y, t) being respectively the red, green, and blue
components of pixel p (x, y, t). Note that, regarding its controversial contribution,
no denoising pre-processing has been used. Indeed, on the one hand, recent
optical flow algorithms take noise into consideration in their model. On the
other hand, pre-processing can degrade their performances [17].
Fig. 4 provides the average performance achieved by LaBGen-OF and LaB-
Gen using motion detection algorithms with, or without memory. One can ob-
serve that the average performance achieved by LaBGen-OF embedded with any
optical flow algorithm is always better than the one with any background sub-
traction algorithm with memory. Even though the average performance achieved
by LaBGen-OF embedded with Farnebäck and Lucas-Kanade is slightly worse
than the one achieved by LaBGen with the memoryless frame difference, the con-
tributions of the other optical flow algorithms improve the average performance
of our background generation framework on the SBI dataset (∆ pEPs ' 0.49%
for SimpleFlow). This suggests that, on average, a memoryless motion detection
algorithm in the LaBGen background generation framework enables to reach the
best achievable performances.
5 http://opencv.org
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Fig. 4. Best average performance achieved on the SBI dataset by LaBGen-OF em-
bedded with different memoryless optical flow algorithms , and LaBGen with the
memoryless frame difference  and other background subtraction algorithms .
3.4 Average Performance of LaBGen-OF on SBMnet
As LaBGen-OF performs better than LaBGen on the SBI dataset (see Fig. 4),
we decided to assess it on the state-of-the-art SBMnet dataset, and to send
its results on the associated web platform. We first tuned the parameters over
the same combinations of values described in Section 3.3 to achieve the best
average performance. Table 1 provides the best set of (P,N ,S, τ) parameters
for a given optical flow algorithm A, being found by maximizing the CQM score
averaged over the sequences of the SBI+SBMnet-GT dataset. As the following
set of parameters:
(A,P,N ,S, τ)default = (DeepFlow, 3, 8, 119, 0.04), (6)
leads to the best average performance, we decided to recommend it as a default
set of parameters. Although there is no consensus, from reading the metrics,
on which optical flow algorithm provides the second best contribution to the
LaBGen-OF average performance, they agree to a large extent that the contri-
bution of DeepFlow is the most valuable. According to the same metrics, the
rank of LaBGen embedded with the frame difference is never better than 5 over
7. This suggests that LaBGen-OF performs better than LaBGen, and that most
optical flow algorithms are adequate memoryless substitutes for the frame dif-
ference algorithm in our background generation framework. An analysis of the
run times reported in Table 1 shows that using optical flow algorithms slows
down LaBGen, especially when a state-of-the-art algorithm such as DeepFlow
is used. Thus, LaBGen-OF is less suitable for real-time applications because it
favors the quality of the estimated background at the price of an increase of the
run time.
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Table 1. Best average performance achieved by LaBGen-OF with respect to each
optical flow algorithm on the SBI+SBMnet-GT dataset. The reported performances
are colored according to their rank from white (best) to black (worse). The last column
provides the run time expressed in frames per second (fps), when a VGA video sequence
is processed with an Intel Core i7-4790K CPU. Note that the results of LaBGen have
been computed with the set of parameters proposed in [9] (P = 1, N = 3, S = 19).
Best parameters Averaged metrics Run time
A P N S τ AGE ↓ pEPs ↓ pCEPs ↓ MS-SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ CQM ↑ (fps) ↑
DeepFlow 3 8 119 0.04 4.0621 2.60% 1.20% 0.9708 33.1041 33.7400 5
Lucas-Kanade 1 6 63 0.03 4.2515 3.02% 1.60% 0.9718 32.8775 33.5150 44
DISFlow 1 3 57 0.02 4.7678 3.91% 2.15% 0.9520 32.3675 32.9819 124
Farnebäck 3 3 83 0.05 4.5974 3.42% 1.70% 0.9521 32.2720 32.8954 13
SimpleFlow 3 6 49 0.06 4.4212 2.94% 1.36% 0.9596 31.9124 32.5169 5
Dual TV-L1 5 10 75 0.06 4.3821 2.90% 1.41% 0.9669 31.8324 32.4793 2
LaBGen + Frame difference 4.5863 3.31% 1.63% 0.9464 31.8394 32.4585 1312




















Fig. 5. Background generated for some SBMnet sequences provided with ground-truth
(the 1st row contains a randomly selected frame) by LaBGen [9] (2nd row), and by
LaBGen-OF with its default set of parameters given in Eq. 6 (3rd row). The 4th row
contains the closest ground-truths to the results of LaBGen-OF. Only sequences where
a difference is visually noticeable are shown.
Fig. 5 shows background image estimates for some SBMnet sequences pro-
vided with ground-truth by LaBGen and LaBGen-OF. It is easy to observe that
LaBGen-OF improves most of the results produced by LaBGen. For instance,
several errors are removed from the busStation, boulevardJam, and Board se-
quences. For a sequence such as AVSS2007, although the amount of errors made
by both methods is almost similar, the errors are different. In the background
estimated by LaBGen-OF, there is no incomplete objects, and the metro passing
through the scene is totally removed. We can also observe that the background
produced by LaBGen-OF for the boulevard sequence is less blurred, which sug-
gests that this method is less sensitive to camera jitter.
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Table 2. Top-8 reported on the SBMnet web platform the March 8th, 2017 in which
the performance achieved by LaBGen-OF has been inserted (in blue).
Method Average A. r. across Average Average Average Average Average Average Run timeranking ↓ categories ↓ AGE ↓ pEPs ↓ pCEPs ↓ MS-SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ CQM ↑ (fps) ↑
MSCL (anon.) 1.17 4.75 5.9545 5.24% 1.71% 0.9410 30.8952 31.7049 unknown
LaBGen-OF 2.00 4.25 6.1897 5.66% 2.32% 0.9412 29.8957 30.7006 5
BEWiS [4] 4.17 5.63 6.7094 5.92% 2.66% 0.9282 28.7728 29.6342 3
LaBGen [10] 4.67 7.25 6.7090 6.31% 2.65% 0.9266 28.6396 29.4668 1312
LaBGen-P [9] 5.83 8.00 7.0738 7.06% 3.19% 0.9278 28.4660 29.3196 126
Photomontage [1] 6.33 10.38 7.1950 6.86% 2.57% 0.9189 28.0113 28.8719 unknown
SC-SOBS-C4 [13] 7.33 8.88 7.5183 7.11% 2.42% 0.9160 27.6533 28.5601 unknown
MAGRPCA [6] 8.67 8.88 8.3132 9.94% 5.67% 0.9401 28.4556 29.3152 2.5
Temporal median 10.33 8.25 8.2731 9.84% 5.46% 0.9130 27.5364 28.4434 100
3.5 Comparison to Other Background Generation Methods
Table 2 presents the Top-8 of background generation methods evaluated on the
overall SBMnet dataset using the associated web platform, in which the results of
LaBGen-OF have been inserted. The methods presented in this table are based
on principles different from that of LaBGen and its variants. BEWiS [4] uses a
weightless neural network, called WiSARDrp, made up of memory nodes, each
composed of several cells. For each pixel, the stimulated cells are increased by
a reward, while the other ones are decreased by a punishment. The cells associ-
ated to the largest values compose the background. SC-SOBS-C4 [13] builds a
neural map which associates each pixel to several HSV weight vectors. The final
background is built by comparing the neural map to a reference background
(the one given by Photomontage in [13]). Precisely, for each pixel, SC-SOBS-C4
keeps the weight vector with the smallest intensity difference with respect to the
reference background. Unlike neural network based methods, Photomontage [1]
combines a series of images with respect to an objective function optimized by
graph-cuts. For background generation, the chosen objective function is the max-
imum likelihood. Finally, MAGRPCA [6] is a subspace learning method in which
an optimization problem is formulated to decompose the matrix formed by the
input frames into a low-rank (background) and a sparse (foreground) matrix.
A motion-aware regularization of graphs on the low-rank component is used to
exploit the similarity and locality information available among frames.
Note that other categories of methods exist [3]. For instance, WS2006 [19]
looks for the most reliable temporal subsequence of stable intensities for each
pixel, and takes its mean as the background value. RSL2011 [15] estimates the
background in a Markov random field framework, where the optimal labeling
solution is computed iteratively. In [16], Sobral et al. apply a matrix or tensor
completion algorithm on areas that are considered in motion.
According to the average ranking across categories reported in Table 2,
LaBGen-OF is now ranked first, although it is ranked second according to the
average ranking. In the review written by Bouwmans et al. [3], the authors
conclude that the best average performances are generally achieved by neural
network based methods. However, LaBGen-OF, which is considered as a method
based on subsequences of stable intensity, now outperforms BEWiS [4], the main
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competitor of LaBGen. Regarding the run time, LaBGen clearly outperforms its
competitors by reaching 1312 fps on VGA sequences. Although the processing
speed of LaBGen-OF with a good optical flow algorithm is reduced to 5 fps, it
remains slightly above the speed achieved by most state-of-the-art methods.
4 Conclusion
The stationary background generation is a challenging problem which consists
in generating a unique image representing the stationary background of a given
video sequence. The LaBGen method, designed to perform this task, lever-
ages a motion detection step driven by background subtraction algorithms. As
the memoryless frame difference background subtraction algorithm provides, on
average, the best contribution to the performance of LaBGen, we decided to
check the importance of the memoryless property for our background gener-
ation framework. Our experiments confirm that a memoryless motion detec-
tion helps reaching the best achievable average performances. Moreover, using
LaBGen-OF, a new variant of LaBGen using optical flow algorithms for mo-
tion detection, we also learned that a memoryless motion detection algorithm
allows to achieve a better performance than several popular background sub-
traction algorithms with memory. Further investigations show that LaBGen-OF
outperforms LaBGen embedded with the frame difference and almost all state-of-
the-art background generation methods on the SBMnet dataset. Based on these
results, we can conclude that a memoryless motion detection is an appropriate
choice for the LaBGen background generation framework. Please note that an
open-source C++ implementation of LaBGen-OF and LaBGen is available at
http://www.telecom.ulg.ac.be/labgen.
Acknowledgments. We are thankful to Pr. Pierre-Marc Jodoin for letting us use
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